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10 Years at SMA
Andy Rowley
As the Association celebrates it’s 68th birthday, June this year
will mark 10 years since I joined SMA, so in this Cueline and
next we are looking back over the past decade.
As we know, the situation for members in 2022 is volatile, with most members in work and some crew shortages being experienced by producersparticularly those filling DSM and SM/CSM roles. Members are reporting very
busy workloads, and many are having to cover additional roles. The picture is
less Reset Better than Reset Later as many producers reportedly are introducing multi-role-ing and reduced team numbers in the race to get shows in front
of audiences and box office receipts flowing again. As well as stage management, costume colleagues have been hit hard by these measures.
As a result of the relaxing of Covid measures nationally -in England especiallythere is a large spike in Covid/Omicron illnesses here, and we are still hearing
of people being pinged and told to isolate from work, despite official advice
since April 2021 being to only stay off work if you are unwell or have active
symptoms; even more confusingly the government have recently released a
new list of potential symptoms for the current virus strain. None of this is
helping our members - on whose very weary shoulders Covid monitoring
responsibilities seem once again to be landing- to improve their own wellbeing and working conditions .
When I joined SMA in 2012 things were quite different, SMA was emerging
from a period of financial strain, and after reducing core staff and outgoings it
was beginning to find its feet again. Memberships were steady, but the legacy
of repaying a loan had left the Association very low on funds. Despite this,
training courses were popular, and we were planning the second Stage
Managerment conference, which duly took place very successfully at the
Tricycle (now Kiln) Theatre in early 2013. Although the conference did not
make a profit (that was not the principle aim) thanks to a huge effort by staff
and board members and lots of support from the industry it was a popular
and very effective industry event, and we were able to slowly increase
membership numbers after introducing the first small cost of living rise in
subs for a number of years.
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One of our main tasks in my first year was to bring SMA finances, systems and
processes up to date, and we embarked on a long programme of replacing
worn out IT equipment and introducing modern data and business software hampered by the absurdly slow copper wire internet connection in our building, which (despite continual promises from BT and Openreach) is still only
guaranteed to give us 3MB/s download speeds in 2022! With an active board
taking on responsibility for social media and helping to promote membership
SMA was also updating communications and member benefits, which now
include a free Spotlight Contacts listing and discounts from The Stage and
other suppliers, as well as the discount on Stage Jobs Pro membership continuing when Stage Jobs Pro adopted the new name Mandy.
By 2014 our training was expanding with Orchestral Stage Management with
the LSO and Mental Health First Aid joining Cueing to Music, RC-Annie guns
and weapons courses, as well as Finance for Freelancers and Elements of Company Management in our portfolio along with continued agreements for
reduced rate training with ABTT now joined by BECTU with an affiliate scheme
for SMA members as well. Cueline was modernised in a quarterly format with
colour covers and lots more pictures and new features, and Friday Diary gave
way to our new newsletter: SMAgenda. The SMA National Stage Management
Awards continued to thrive throughout this time, with support from The Stage
and ABTT—who hosted the event at their annual Theatre Show in the Truman
Brewery Shoreditch and then into Ally Pally where the show relocated in 2015.
Our student award was improved and gained support from GDS and Flints,
who kindly offered a prize voucher as well.
In 2015 SMA sadly lost the inspirational leadership of its co-founder and
tireless champion David Ayliff, who died in April just before his 100th birthday.
Later that year the Golden Headset award for lifetime achievement was
retired - replaced by the prestigious David Ayliff Award for Lifetime Achievement named for the achievements and enduring legacy of our founder.
In the following years we continued to modernise, with new computers and
completing the move to cloud based apps. As we introduced One Drive and
other online finance, publishing and data solutions it became clear that the
slow internet was holding back the process of modernisation; we finally
turned the corner when other tenants in the building also became frustrated
and we teamed up to bring fast fibre into the building with the all-important
fast up~ and download speeds needed for modern online apps.
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In 2019 we started the Prompt Desks working group to investigate the poor
ergonomics and muscle-wrenching designs of very many of our theatre prompt
desks (read more on page 14). Unfortunately this work had to cease when the
pandemic hit, and in most of 2020/21 SMA staff worked from home, with lockdowns and false starts, and sadly no work at all for many of our members.
One positive from this time was the introduction of Standing By—our newsletter for early entrant SMs and we continue to serve this cohort with articles in
Cueline this month. Thanks to grants from London Borough of Southwark, SMA
was also able to continue supporting members and producing our Freelist
throughout– a gesture which was complimented by producers and members
alike for keeping alive hope, and continuing our proud tradition in stage management of being prepared. In 2022 we also continue our IT upgrades, but
sadly as some of the co-tenants in our building are moving on, (we face rent
hikes of up to 20%) we will most likely also lose our shared fast fibre web
connection. The challenges therefore continue for SMA, as they do for many
of our members: as well as looking for an internet solution which bypasses BT‘s
super-slow copper wires, we are also on the lookout for a person or small
company to help maintain and support our website and domains.
In view of the generally rising costs, the SMA board decided this May to implement small increases to our subs. Whilst we never like to increase these rates,
we know that it is important to members that SMA continues to flourish and
support Freelist and the website jobs pages, as well as our many other services
(see SMA resources on page 3 of this magazine.)

An important message about SMA Subs renewals:
During the lockdowns SMA introduced new monthly subs payments, as
well as the popular quarterly and annual schemes. We will continue to
offer these options. It is important however that members login and
check their personal pages on our site now, as many memberships may
still be renewing at the old rates. We would ask that members please
ensure that they change to the new rate, if necessary by stopping autorenew and then renewing at the new rate: please contact SMA HQ if
you need assistance with this or any other aspect of membership.
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Standing By:
How To Write A Job-Winning CV
David Evans
David Evans is Co-Chair of ABTT, and Head of Production at National Theatre Wales, Chair
of the Production Managers’ Forum, Honorary Fellow of Rose Bruford College and founding
Production Manager for the Lagos Theatre Festival
For many fledgling stage managers their academic careers are coming to an end and
the job market beckons. With that in mind I thought that a few CV and interview
pointers might be of help.
Most jobs applications will require a letter and CV, these are your calling card and their
sole purpose is to get you an interview. Undoubtedly you have had guidance on how
to write both of these and that advice is likely to be very sound. But maybe as an aide
memoire here are some points to keep in mind when writing your CV:
· Keep it to one page – at the beginning of a career you are unlikely to have done
enough to fill more and you really do not want to pad it.
· If you do write a personal statement make it brief and informal – third person personal statements usually sound like quotations from business management
books.
· Contact details should be clear.
· Do not try and make your CV stand out from the crowd visually – this is annoying.
funky fonts and strange colours make them hard to read, and are consequently
irritating.
· List any paid industry work that you may have had – this shows prospective employers that someone else has believed in you enough to spend money on you.
· If you have done voluntary work in the industry this counts too as it shows your
commitment. College shows should only be included if there is something
really interesting or relevant about them, something that you can talk about
and that shows you in a good light.
· List your skills and where possible qualifications, not forgetting that an ability to score
read should be put at the top. Anyone reading through CVs is looking for
someone who can bring a little extra to the party, if you have First Aid training
this is useful, if you can maintain a wig this also makes you a person with something extra. Be cautions about listing performance skills, as you do not want to
be seen as a failed performer.
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· After your skills you should list interests, these partly show that you are a normal
human being which is reassuring to the reader. Think your interests through
carefully “I enjoy socialising with friends” can be read as “ I drink like a fish”
and “I enjoy music” could just mean “I have music on my phone”. Only list
interests that you are happy to talk about and that you know something about.
You never know what may help; an SM sent through a CV for a season of shows
and it included a mention of her interest in birds, as we had ten pigeons in the
show she got the job immediately.
· Finally you need to list your referees, these should not just be college lecturers, try
and find a working professional who will standby you, and never say
“references available on request.”
Once you have composed your CV print it out to see if it looks good on a page, try
printing it in black and white as in all likelihood this is how it will be printed out by
anybody who is reading it.
Now to the letter; this is written to draw attention to the good bits in the CV and to
demonstrate that you are the sort of person who should be interviewed. That said
there are some points to be observed, this is a letter, not a note so it should have an
address on it and should be addressed to the person or persons who are likely to read
it, you can find out their names by looking them up on the internet or by simply
phoning the stage door and asking for their contact details. Now that you have their
name there is a further protocol that you should follow; you should close with “yours
sincerely.” This may seem pedantic but you would be amazed how many Stage
Managers can be reduced to gibbering fury by the incorrect usage of sincerely and
faithfully. Of course, needless to say that no letter should ever be written to “Dear Sir
or Madam” or “To whoever it may concern,” these will instantly be confined to the
bin.
Like the CV your letter should not ramble over multiple pages; one pithy page that
introduces you, highlights your suitability for the job and makes reference to the
wonderfulness of the particular theatre or show is sufficient. Avoid mentioning how
wonderful the job might be for you, prospective employers are rather indifferent to
the arc of your career as they are mainly interested in filling a position. Like the CV,
when you have written your letter print it out to see how it looks, you should then
leave it for a while and then reread it to see if it actually says what you think it says.
There are two very useful points to keep in mind when writing your CV and letter,
firstly you need to highlight something about yourself that makes you stand out,
something that makes you interesting enough to interview. Secondly think about your
reader, they will have lots of very similar CVs and letters to read, so be considerate
and make it as easy as possible for them to pick you as an interviewee.
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Report:

Jasmin Davies

After two years of creating an online Festival, the annual National Student
Drama Festival finally returned to our home -live at Curve Theatre, Leicester.
It was such a joy to be at NSDF in person this year and the students were some
of our most engaged to date, with lots of thoughtful questions during workshops
and a real excitement when it came to using the sponsored technical equipment
in a hands on way.
We all know there is a huge gap in our workforce following the pandemic, and
the renewed vigour with which the festival's staff, guests and sponsors focussed
on teaching and inspiring the next generation of (both on- and off- stage)
theatre makers was a triumph. The wonderful SMA joined our Coffee Morning
event, along with Equity, Bectu, ABTT and ALPD, and our cohort of technical
students were able to ask questions both on getting started in their chosen
disciplines, but also about the value of actively joining the unions and associations that represent us.
The support from our guests and sponsors, such as the SMA, is invaluable in
facilitating a supportive and creative space where the next generation of
technicians can learn, and we are so grateful that you could join us.
More information about NSDF and what we do can be found
at www.nsdf.org.uk. Video and pics Our Yearly Festival | NSDF
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TimeLord to
King

In 2015 Greg Doran directed Richard II with David Tennant in the title role,
this was Doran’s first production as the newly appointed Artistic Director of
the Royal Shakespeare Company. After a successful run in Stratford the
show was also the first of the RSC dramas to be released for big screen
distribution.
Jenny Ell reviewed the production for Cueline, and as part of our look back
over the past ten years of SMA, and to mark Greg Doran’s retirement from
his RSC role, we reproduce the review here:

SMA
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Review : R.S.C’s Richard II
Jenny Ell
Richard II is the first of four plays written by William Shakespeare about the House of
Lancaster and is the RSC's primary show in a series of history plays - the first directed
by Gregory Doran as their new Artistic Director.
The production stars the people's favourite Doctor, David Tennant in the title role; one
in which he excels. Production values at the RSC are always extremely high. The set
designed by Stephen Brimson Lewis has an almost holographic quality about it which
immediately gives a more modern feel. The only way I can think of describing it is by
the use of auditorium
high beaded curtains
with setting features
printed on to them these
are
hung
around the proscenium arch and upstage
and also look wonderful under light.
The main theatre in
Stratford-upon-Avon
is in a thrust format
and Doran takes all
“I give this heavy weight from off my head”
opportunities
to
ensure that every
member of the audience can appreciate the cast members and set as much as possble.
Apart from a temporary suspended platform adding levels to the action and a couple
of other minor fly/automation pieces, not a great deal happens to change the set
physically. However, it is not a play that needs to rely on this. The lighting by Tim
Mitchell is a wonderful asset and this is demonstrated to its best usage.
Music is used to great effect during the performance. It is not excessive, but three
female soprano's provide stunning choral work supported by several musicians. Paul
Englishby is responsible for the music and the performers are amplified well with the
help of Sound Designer, Martin Slavin.
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The production takes place when Richard II is on the throne and is causing conflict
amongst the houses of England—mainly due to his arrogance and vanity. I am certainly
not a Shakespeare aficionado and went into the auditorium blind as to the synopsis.
Overall as a play, I can't say it's one of my favourites (although many would disagree)
however, as a character study, there is a lot to be said. Tennant's portrayal of the King
is intriguing and has many layers to it, all
of which are gradually exposed throughout the play's duration. He has an educational wit about him that was last seen in
the RSC's excellent production of Hamlet.
He manages to creep this humour into
Richard II, which is a blessing considering
the serious underlying tone. Also, Tennant has a way of making Shakespearean
language sound natural and almost
current, which is great in encouraging
“leased out .... like to a tenement or
young people to experience it. On Nopelting farm”
vember 13th, this production was broadcast live in cinemas across the country and soon worldwide as part of their encore
screenings. This plays a key role in theatre reaching a wider audience which is incredibly important for the growth of our industry. (It is worth looking out for more of these
broadcasts as they are a great way to catch the repertoire for those not able to be in
Stratford). Notable performances also come from Nigel Lindsay and Antony Byrne, Bolingbroke and Mowbray respectively. Bolingbroke accuses Mowbray of embezzling money and
being key to the plot to kill the
Duke of Gloucester, who is also
his uncle.
As characters, their interaction is
very interesting and both play
the roles exceptionally. Another
fascinating character is the
Queen played by Emma Hamilton. Her relationship with her
“was this the face . . . did keep ten thousand men?” husband is very puzzling and her
characterisation is excellent.
On reflection, the play is slightly too long and isn't the most gripping of Shakespeare
plays but the production itself is done very well and to the high RSC standards.
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From 2019: How it started:
Report on the Review of
Prompt Desks
At the meeting on 25th February 2019 the group
who, as part of the proceedings, became the
Prompt Desk Working Group convened to discuss
the design or prompt desks and prompt corners. Meeting attendees represented many of
the organisations with an interest in the subject, including deputy / stage managers and a
health care professional working with BAPAM. The meeting began by studying testimonial
from stage managers about the experience of using prompt desks at theatres around the
UK. It quickly transpired that there is a problem with many theatre prompt desks and
prompt corners, and that physical injury was being caused to users as a result, as BAPAM’s
Michael Mehta (practising Osteopath with a number of DSMs as patients) was able to testify. The stage managers outlined a number of specific issues with a lot of current desks,
identifying the ‘trinity’ of Book, Comms. and Cuelights as the key operational tools used
when calling a show. Discussions in detail on how these are used and often sited
prompted the manufacturers to agree that changes to design and more flexibility in design
could quite quickly be looked at to improve the design of new desks.
The meeting was unanimous in feeling that most prompt desk arrangements currently in
use would fail to meet the provisions of the Display Screen Equipment regulations, and
further research is now ongoing to establish whether these regulations apply to prompt
desks, and how to make them compliant. A particular issue (again highlighted in the feedback) is the stool or chair provided in prompt corners. Prompt desks tend to be set higher
than a standard desk, and so a good quality high seat with adjustment for leg rests, height,
tilt, swivel and pitch is even more important in this situation than in a normal office work
station. It was agreed that as most seating at prompt desks is old and frequently inappropriate, so provision of a good quality seat would be an easy first step towards making the
posture of the DSM more compliant in many theatres. The SMA is now investigating
whether a health and safety assessment of typical prompt corners might be an effective
way to move forward.
Monitors were also raised as an issue on many desks, and of course these were not part of
the original design of many desks still in use, so these have become one of the many addon devices now routinely stacked on or around desks. The feedback exemplified some of
the problems described, and a comment from an experienced senior DSM at the meeting
summed up the issue:
“ When so much in terms of safety and the creative impact and success of a show is
reliant on precise accurate cueing from the DSM, it is hard to understand why many
DSMs are being asked to work with small, poor, or distinctly blurry pictures of uneven
quality to make often critical cueing decisions”.
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After a short while the discussions between the design and build group and the stage
managers had already resulted in both sides making sketches and notes about how desks
might be better and more flexibly arranged.
Other points of discussion were: the tendency for desks to be piled up with additional kit
(often racks) on a show by show basis, with usually no thought to good ergonomics, or
even whether the DSM could actually reach the controls without standing up precariously
on the foot rest of their chair or stretching uncomfortably.
Charcoalblue consultant Mark Lovell and Stage Electrics and GDS colleagues pointed out
that there are cost restrictions on prompt desk design: theatres do not have unlimited
budgets for the desks, and although many are made bespoke for a new theatre or refurb.
the process of original design is also expensive, so it is important to have a good core
design to build from. After the meeting it is likely that more flexibility in the layout of key
components may be possible and designs will be more informed by the general recommendations for display screen equipment operation.
Michael Mehta was able to give very informed notes on what causes bad posture at the
SM desk and what to watch out for. DSM’s tend to stretch to reach cuelights and comms
buttons, and often remain in the stretched position with muscles tensed waiting to give a
cue or announcement. This puts strain on the musculature, so the less stretching required
and the more relaxed the posture the better for our bodies. Straining to view inadequate
pictures on poorly sited and inadequate screens also makes the muscles tense, which can
lead to strain injury when combined with the twisting and turning movements often
required to also check the book and/or the stage in preparation for a cue.
Peter McCoy remembers regularly seeking treatment for such injuries when he was a DSM,
and most stage managers in the room, as well as those who sent feedback, mention the
same problems.
It was great to see the designers at
Stage Electrics and GDS really engaging with our stage management
contingent and asking searching questions to see how the desks could be
made more flexible and adjustable,
helping to improve posture at the
desks for DSMs (who come in all sizes
and shapes of course!), and working
to make the process of cueing a show
as body-friendly and as safe as
possible.
Feedback from SMs
First Report of meeting
Further SM Feedback

Wider desk design now being adopted by UK manufacturers– arguably more ergonomic. STOPERA
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Trade Show 2022

We're delighted to invite all of our members to PLASA Focus Leeds 2022, where
we will be exhibiting on stand R-B03
It would be great to catch up and answer any questions you may have.
Click here or below to register for your complimentary entry badge, and we hope to
see you at the Royal Armouries in Leeds from 10-11 May.

Click or Ctrl-Click on pic to register
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National Minimum Wage Rates Card
This card will help you understand the legal minimum payments you are entitled
to when you qualify for NMW (Nat Minimum Wage) depending on your age.

You might find the following pages helpful: Guide to NMW: Minimum wage rates for
2022 - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk) . Calculate how much holiday pay you are entitled to:
https://www.gov.uk/calculate-your-holiday-entitlement SMA Supports the National
Living Wage : Living Wage Foundation | For the real cost of living
UK Living Wage 2022 : £9.90 London: £11.05

Hours
1
2
3
4
5
10
12
15
20
25
30
35
40
46
48
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
90

23+
9.50
19.00
28.50
38.00
47.50
95.00
114.00
142.50
190.00
237.50
285.00
332.50
380.00
437.00
456.00
475.00
522.50
570.00
617.50
665.00
712.50
760.00
855.00

Age
21-22
9.18
18.36
27.54
36.72
45.90
91.80
110.16
137.70
183.60
229.50
275.40
321.30
367.20
422.28
440.64
459.00
504.90
550.80
596.70
642.60
688.50
734.40
826.20

18-20
6.83
13.66
20.49
27.32
34.15
68.30
81.96
102.45
136.60
170.75
204.90
239.05
273.20
314.18
327.84
341.50
375.65
409.80
443.95
478.10
512.25
546.40
614.70
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SMA Membership Subscription Fees
Valid May 1st 2022
SMA subs increases are rare– the last general increase was in 2015 and there
were some small changes when the new website was launched in 2017-18
SMA Subscription Fees

2017-22

May 01 2022

Subscription level

Price

Price

Student - 3 months trial:

£9.00

£10.00

Student - annual

£33.50

£35.00

Graduate (6 months)

£47.50

£50.00

Graduate (6 monthly instalments)

£8.00

£8.50

Professional standard - annual

£87.50

£90.00

£12.00

Professional standard - annual (print)

£98.50

£99.00

£12.00

Professional - annual (online payment)

£84.00

£86.00

Professional - annual (print)

£98.50

£99.00

Professional - quarterly

£25.00

£26.25

Professional - quarterly (print)

£28.00

£29.00

Professional monthly

£8.00

£8.50

Associate - annual

£45.00

£50.00

£12.00

Associate - annual (print)

£55.00

£60.00

£12.00

Associate - monthly

£4.50

£4.80

Retired

£33.50

£35.00

Retired (print)

£35.00

£45.00

Keep in touch

£15.00

no change

Vocational HE College

£140.00

£150.00

FE College

£140.00

£150.00

MRSL1 Theatre / National company

£180.00

£190.00

MRSL2/3 Theatre

£140.00

£150.00

Company Associate

£110.00

£125.00

£0.00

no change

Honorary

Join/rejoin
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Click on the pic above to request FREE SMA visitor registration

The SMA David Ayliff Award for Lifetime Achievement
2022 will be awarded at the Theatre Show
Including announcement of new Honorary Members of the Association,
and our new SMA Mentor Programme
This year SMA will once again be
presenting The David Ayliff Award
for Lifetime Achievement in Stage
Management as part of our Awards
event at ABTT Theatre Show on 23rd
June at 1.45PM. Nominators,
supporters, and selected nominees
and their guests will be invited to
the event.
Nominations are invited for people
whose achievement across a career
has had a lasting impact on the
Industry and/or legacy for the
future.
Nomination Form for the David
Ayliff Award 2022 (PDF)
(More information and Word form
available via our website)
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Helping to make the Best of an
Imperfect Situation
Claudia Hodgson-Rodriguez
As I reflect upon the route my career has taken, I’m struck by
how I was able to stage manage productions, but never my own health &
fitness.

In 2013, I received my version of the Hogwart’s letter - being accepted into
the Guildhall School of Music & Drama. It remains one of the proudest
achievements in my life.
But little did I know how unstable the boards and how unscripted the acts
that lay ahead would be.
Undoubtedly, the training at GSMD is best-in-class. Meeting leading industry
professionals and being accepted amongst them was not simply educational,
it was inspiring. My lecturers’ words, “We prepare you for the real world”,
certainly rang true in many regards, but there’s a crucial aspect of our lifestyles the profession simply cannot address: health & fitness.
With the profession’s challenges of long hours, demanding creatives and
prop searching all over
London, I struggled to
maintain balance between
my fitness, work and social
life. I knew the benefits of
exercise and eating well; but
never
considered
the
importance of balancing this
within attainable, realistic
time frames and targets
along with work. By not
prioritising this balance instead prioritising the dream fitness goal - I was unable to apply consideration to both my work and social life. The result - my health, work and outside
life all suffered.
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In a rush to compensate for lack of time, knowledge and preparation (and to
satisfy my ego) I pushed too hard in the gym — seeking to attain levels of
muscle growth, fat loss and strength that weren’t conducive to my work/life
balance. On one occasion, I dislocated my shoulder in the gym, ahead of a
show that would require me to move furniture during scene changes. You can
imagine my team’s disappointment when I called them from A&E.
I’d eat very few calories to achieve an unrealistic physique, meaning I could
never be at my sharpest in rehearsals. This meant I wasn’t doing my job as
well as I wished. So, my calories, energy and confidence depleted in tandem.
Undoubtedly, the worst impact was social - becoming isolated and reclusive.
I shudder to think back, because engaging, collaborating, laughing, crying,
learning and growing with colleagues and friends are experiences I cherish.
Instead of focusing on these, which were constantly available to me, I’d feel
pressure to go to the gym during any free time. I prioritised my health and
fitness at the expense of work and to the detriment of friendships. Ultimately,
I gave up on a career I was passionate about.
Fortunately, it did lead me to pursue a career which garners as much
passion—fitness coaching. Today I recognise the importance of balance and
can harness the skills gained through the theatre, along with my fitness
expertise, to the benefit of my clients. Through working with a range of clients
- mostly City workers – I recognise the warning signs of imbalance (either on
the work side or the fitness side) and empathise with similar struggles: long
hours, stress, socialising (often involving alcohol) and putting others first.
And I am able to speak from experience when I warn them about pushing too
hard in either field. Do I tell them to push harder or have such high expectations in the gym after having 5 hours of sleep? No, of course not. Equally, do I
tell them to expect to be able to function at the highest capacity in work if
they have depleted calories? No way. Nor would I advise them to sacrifice
work meetings, socialising or family time to fit in that extra gym session.
Your situation is never going to be perfect. My clients have never been in the
perfect situation, yet they still get results. My situation is never perfect
(luckily, I’ve found a much better balance between work and fitness now!) yet
I still get results.
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Health and fitness are often last priority, but they shouldn’t be. Your mind and
body work as one, so if either suffers, you won’t perform at your best. As
Stage Managers, it’s your duty to be on it for the production.
Look after yourself and the practical results will follow.
Being able to sit at the prompt desk
without getting back pain, or moving
items more swiftly or simply feeling
energetic and sharp. And knowing
that going out for a post show drink
with colleagues isn’t going to affect
your fat loss goal - these rank alongside the quota of squats you set yourself or number of miles you want to
run.
Post-pandemic, we all recognise how
crucial health and fitness is. Now it’s
time to ensure we give them all as
much time as they require—and not
make those imbalanced mistakes I
did!
I help backstage theatre professionals
improve their health & fitness. For
free tips & guidance, find me on
Instagram: @coachedby_claudia.
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Theatre and opera in Austria
- Behind the scenes
A Stage Manager’s perspective
Ela Schmid
Ela Schmid is a LAMDA trained Stage Manager. Since graduation in 2012 Ela has
been working on a variety of theatre productions in the UK, Germany and Austria.
The way theatre and opera is run and produced abroad differs in many ways from
working in the UK. In order to enlighten you on some of the differences, and by that I
mean barely scratching the surface, I would like you to take you on a little backstage
tour of the Stadttheater Klagenfurt, a regional theatre and award winning opera house
in Carinthia, the south County of Austria.
Let’s work on the premise that hardly anything on an Austrian theatre is working the
same way as in the UK. At Stadttheater Klagenfurt, my role as design assistant (I will
come to the roles involved shortly) starts one week ahead of beginning of rehearsal,
this is called prep-week.

This is a luxury, not unusual in European theatres. During prep-week the design-and
costume assistants have the chance to familiarise themselves with the production,
liaise with the designers regarding rehearsal costumes and props and set up the
rehearsal room. In liaison with the technical, costume and props departments organise and set up the room accordingly ready for day one of rehearsals.
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In Klagenfurt and most other theatres in the country, the producing houses have their
own inhouse workshops, however, some theatres share an outsourced workshop for
their set constructions.
The departments of the theatre in question are locksmith workshop for steel constructions, carpentry for set build and furniture, upholstery, prop department, furniture department, technical department (Stage and Rehearsal Room), costume department Hair and Make up department (yes, they are making the wigs inhouse!) and last,
but not least the scenic department.
These inhouse facilities give European theatres the ability to be very dynamic.
So, what happens at first day of rehearsals?
The big Meet & Greet and the model box showing. Not unlike theatre in the UK, creatives, actors/ singers and the supportive team from the theatre introduce themselves.
However, the amount of people working on a production in Austria, sets the countries
apart. In Austria the following people will be involved with and sit in rehearsals…
The Director, their directing assistant. The designer, their design assistant. The
prompter (mainly in theatre, in opera the show caller will sometimes be involved and
sit in and prompt the opera), the Costume designer and their assistant, the MD and
the repetiteur.
In the UK the DSM is responsible for prompting, writing down the blocking, organising
the calls together with the director, communicating all the changes to the diverse departments, looking after the rehearsal room and in many cases the H&S and the general wellbeing of the company and very often is alone with the director in the rehearsal room, whereas in
Austria, these tasks are
divided up into several
roles.
As design assistant, the
job is to communicate
all the set, props and
technical aspects of the
production to the departments in question ,
to support the rehearsal
room by making sure all
the rehearsal props are
set and organised and
Rigoletto
to perform scene
changes on the in the prep week built rehearsal set if and when required.
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The rehearsal times in Austria also differ, as they are mostly split into two slots per
day –10:00am to 1:00pm and 7:00pm to 10:00pm. Pre- COVID, 8 hours was the norm.
The break between rehearsals gives the assistants time to get on with organising and
prep-work for the upcoming rehearsals by driving to the store to dig out some props
and furniture, research props, go prop& furniture shopping or speak to the workshops
for briefings and updates.
In Austria theatres plan their productions for each season way in advance, which
means that the set has already been built by the time rehearsal starts. This, however,
sometimes leaves little room for change when during the rehearsal process things
develop in a different direction.
In order to avoid changes, a day called Bauprobe (loosely translated as set rehearsal),
has been established as part of the planning process. The theatre marks up the set on
stage with stand-in constructions where the creative team, the heads of departments / workshops, the technical director and the head of stage look at each scene
and discuss building and technical aspects of the show and address potential issues.
Once every technical aspect has been thoroughly addressed, in a second meeting
(around the table, not on stage) the plans are being handed in by the designer,
discussed and finalised. Once signed off, the building of the set will be organised and
distributed in the workshops.

Jakob Lenz

Having a change of direction after that point is difficult and nearly impossible, whereas
the costume department starts their work later with beginning of rehearsals and
therefore is a bit more flexible, as are the props & furniture departments.
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After usually four weeks in the rehearsal room, the set is built on stage on two days of
technical get in followed by two to three weeks of stage rehearsals which include
technical scene changes and work on lighting, rounded off by final main rehearsals
which include four orchestra rehearsals (opera)and 2-3 dress-runs with costume.
Before the production moves to the stage, the design assistant together with the
directing assistant who is responsible for blocking and noting down entrances and
exits, brief the show caller on information he needs in order to call the show. They
will then take over
from stage rehearsals, but has little involvement
before
that.
The design assistant is
also responsible for
creating the technical
call sheet – a list of
events
happening
during the show. This
information is briefed
to the technical director, the head of stage
and in extension, the
technical team.

Rigoletto

The assistant designer also works on the revolve programming and any technical
changes together with the technical team prior to stage rehearsals on the get in day.
During the stage rehearsals the design assistant becomes the Stage Manager, dealing
with everything related to set and set change, liaises closely with the head of stage
and all the workshops and stage teams accordingly to make sure that the show is
rehearsed to a high standard on the technical side in order to allow the show to run
smoothly and safely.
Unlike in the UK, the design assistant / stage manager does not stay with a show until
the last performance, but their duty ends with the opening night/ premiere as by then
they would have handed over to the inhouse team.
I recently worked on Jakob Lenz and Rigoletto, where most rehearsals took place in
English due to the international cast.
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Cueline: Our members may be aware of the role of the ‘Inspizient’ which we have been
told about in a previous article from Germany quite a while ago. We are told that the
term roughly translates to our ‘stage manager’ or maybe ‘prompter’ or ‘script
coordinator’. Is this term used in Austria?
Inspizient is actually a Show Caller. At least in Austrian theatres, or at least some of
them, the Inspizient is part of the production from stage rehearsals and is responsible
to call the show and do the tech. He is working close to the Buehnenbildassistent, who
indeed takes over the role of Stage Manager when on stage making sure all
departments involved are in the know and up to date. Both Inspizient and
Buehnenbildassistent liaise with the Technical department to find solutions. It is however different for every theatre. The Inspizient on the Komische Oper Berlin, for
example, is the one power on stage. He or she has the last say and he can stop a
rehearsal should any technical issue arise and overrides the director. He also is more
involved in technical solutions and the Buehnenbildassistent is focused more on design
issues than technical things.
In Austria, as Buehnenbildassistent, I work close with the Inspizient because I basically
brief him and give him most of the information from rehearsals he needs to do his job. I
basically hand over my knowledge to him and all the other teams , so that they know
everything they need to know about their part of the production. I communicate all the
changes until Dress and retreat at opening night. As Buehnenbildassistent I am a DSM
in rehearsals and, together with the Inspizient a SM at stage rehearsals, but I am never
a show caller, that’s the job of the Inspizient.
It's very hard to pin
down the job descriptions as they are very
fluent and differ from
house to house .

Rigoletto
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One thing is sure, that as UK Stage Manager, especially as DSM, with a little tweaking,
you fit in as Inspizient, Regieassistent or Buehnenbildassistent.
Being a UK stage manager is an asset to German and Austrian productions, as we have a
wider skillset which I tend to use when I work abroad.
As Buehnenbildassistent I still take down the blocking and assist the director should the
regie assistant be absent for whatever reason. I also continue to create the rehearsal
notes and minutes , even though they are not required in such form, in order to provide
good communication and to be in the know, which helps the production. To keep
working as a UK Stage Manager, even if not required in the job description, has certainly put me in the good books of creatives and technical teams alike.
I hope this little excursion into the Austrian way of producing theatre has been an
inspiring one and maybe even results in many more of my UK colleagues to experience
this slightly different yet as intriguing world of theatre.
If you want to find out about the productions of Stadttheater Klagenfurt, check out
their website.
Stadttheater Klagenfurt (stadttheater-klagenfurt.at)

Ctrl-click to play : Rigoletto Video

https://youtu.be/Q3mk9Nc6PT4
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Be More AJ
Ami-Jayne Steele-Childe – Company & Stage Manager
Amy Wildgoose
When my amazing friend Ami-Jayne passed away in a car crash in late January this
year, time stood still. Her funeral in March was an incredible celebration of her life
and absolute testament to her impact on the world, and the industry. There’s a
large group of remarkable stage managers whose careers started or were developed with Ami at the helm of the team, who we could call ‘The AJ Generation’. As
we stand as an industry now, at the back end of a global pandemic with one less
great person amongst us, I wanted to reflect specifically on her ability to champion
new talent in her own inimitable, understated style. With staffing shortages
currently wreaking havoc, it has never been more important as a community of
professional, experienced stage managers, to ‘be more AJ’.

My first year or so out of drama school was a blur of living like a half student, half
‘grown up’ freelancer, taking on SM roles I was in no way experienced enough for
yet, so subsequently driving my confidence into the ground, and enduring
hangovers in questionable regional digs bedrooms. When I learnt that the
Watermill Theatre were doing a recruitment drive to increase their pool of freelancers, I was completely thrilled and terrified in equal measures to secure an interview. This place and the team of people who worked there were the stuff of
legend at the Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama where I trained. We did our
mock interviews with their brilliant production manager Lawrence Doyle, and a
large number of freshly graduated students cut their teeth in that building.
I sat in the staff kitchen waiting for my interviewer, listening to a very clip-cloppy
pair of boots rush down the corridor. The boots (fabulous, knee high, slightly inappropriate) and their owner burst through the door and she introduced herself as
Ami-Jayne, the CSM of the building. I gave a fairly rubbish interview, trying my
hardest of course but with nerves and pretty ropey interview skills at this point it
wasn’t my finest hour. She listened to my half-baked answers with sincerity, and a
couple of days later I was beyond surprised and over-joyed to have landed an ASM
role. I’d just met someone who was going to provide huge inspiration in my early
career, and a friend for life.
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On my first day I walked into the stage management office and was enveloped by
the warmth of the most incredible group of women, with Ami-Jayne’s naughty
cackle drifting over the top of the hum of it all. There were 3 or 4 productions being
worked on busily with the chorus of excited chatter punctuating the various projects. Everyone was buzzing as the resident ASM, Sara, had been on a first date the
night before and forensic detail was required by the whole office. Victoria – Ami’s
brilliant younger sister and resident DSM – was quizzing her about it. (I can’t remember any of the details but it obviously went well because they’re now married
and have a beautiful daughter.)
This relaxed, friendly environment was a testament to AJ and how she ran a department. I was brand new to the team and pretty brand new to the industry and this
inclusive approach empowered me to be confident in my work. Colleague and
friend Ailsa Bonner remembers her hands-off management style and her trust in
people to do their jobs. “It was just really inclusive and I always felt really enabled
in the work because of her”. Sara Sandalls (who performed various roles at the
Watermill from ASM to cover CSM when Ami left) recalls that “Ami created such a
welcoming and joyful atmosphere to work in that we would frequently arrive a
whole hour early to work so that we could have a cup of tea and a proper catch up
before starting the re-set.” We once did a particularly ‘challenging’ (read into that
word what you will) production of The Witches of Eastwick. It was probably the
stickiest, messiest show we’ve all ever done and when Sara and I were chatting she
acknowledged she’d clean that show up everyday if we could all just have a cuppa
together again.

Ami-Jayne stage
managed a
memorable
production of Tell
Me On A Sunday
at the Watermill
with Jodi Prenger
in the lead role
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Ami allowed me to thrive in my role, and after working as an ASM on a number of
Watermill Shows, then being encouraged to go on tour as book cover on a Watermill co-pro national tour, I was asked back to ASM again. I’d become really comfortable on the book so asked if I could be considered for the DSM role. By this point
I’d been close friends with Ami for a couple of years, with a number of life events
celebrated and one too many messy (very messy… remember the time we broke
all the glasses in your cupboard at once, Amz?) encounters with a box of wine at
her gorgeous Newbury home. Ami listened to my reasons for wanting the DSM role
and she asked me to apply formally. I wrote a cover letter and she interviewed me which went much better than previous - and I secured the job. This professional
and considered approach meant I felt so proud of myself that she was certain I
could do the job. I felt nervous about stepping up but with her trust behind me I
knew I could do it. Cat Nesbitt, current Company and Stage Manager at the Watermill and another school-of-Ami-Jayne graduate, remembers entering into the industry with very little self-belief: “The most important thing AJ did was give me
space to fail. She made me realise that in stage management you are often asked
to do unusual tasks, and that it’s fine to try things out…because if you’re trying
something it will lead to success. Being given a task by someone who had no doubt
I could achieve it was a complete game changer for me”. Ailsa remembers that
they were chatting about imposter syndrome once and not being sure of yourself,
and Ami said “I never feel like I’m not good enough. If something is going wrong
then I haven’t been given the right information, or I’m not the right person for the
job”. This transparent view about self-belief is so refreshing and something we
rarely hear. Fake it till you make it, right? Not always, and not in Ami’s case.
Her honesty, often slimly disguised as over-sharing, was one of her many qualities
that made her such a role model to me as a young stage manager. She was human
and mistakes were discussed and addressed, rather than feeling like you were being flogged with them. Cat remembers that “Any team she was at the helm of was
always one where ideas could be bounced around with no judgement for saying
the ‘wrong’ thing.” Ailsa learnt an important lesson from Ami about learning how
to deal with mistakes that we make and how to embrace them. In our community
of stage management professionals, with the nature of our work being largely transient and meeting so many new people, we don’t need to identify as teachers or
educators in order to give a hand up to aspiring and early career stage managers.
Many of us have the opportunity to build teams and if we can take some of Ami’s
encouraging, honest and inclusive approach we can help bolster our industry for
the future.
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She believed in the power of the team, and the influence that individuals can bring
to it. She treasured each person’s unique skills and strengths and valued their
opinions. “Can you come and worry with me over here?” Ailsa remembers AJ saying to her once. She called me once when I was on tour, I’d probably known her
about 5 years at this point and was still very much using her ‘teaching’ on a daily
basis. She wanted some advice about touring and the structure of the stage
management and technical team on a touring production. Having someone I
respected so greatly ask my advice raised me up and made me feel so valued.
Always team-mates, even when we weren’t.
A number of ‘The AJ generation’ stage managers had the chance to reunite at her
funeral and reminisce. It struck me that in no other building that I have worked in,
or no other long running show has anyone else held a legacy like this. Colleagues
have become life-long friends. We hugged Ami’s mother as we left and thanked
her for her daughter’s ability to bring people together.
Along with her penchant for boxed French wine and skyscraper heels, I’ll remember her for the same reasons as an enormous amount of my colleagues will; an
encouraging empowering leader who has inspired and raised a generation of stage
managers in her wake. She always found the joy in the work, and taught all of us to
do the same. We need more people like her to give a hand up to the next
generation of stage managers. Let’s all try to Be More AJ.
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Performances of The
Lion The Witch and The
Wardrobe at Birmingham Alexandra Theatre
were dedicated to AmiJayne Steele-Childe, the
Company Stage Manager
who sadly passed away
on the 26th of January
2022. The world will be a
duller place without her.
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MEMBERSHIP NEWS

Iris Jaoen

Professional Ellie Bick, Sammie Richards, Eleanor Walton, Hayley Bow-

man, Daisey Friend, Nele Haehnsen, Becca Mitchell, Thomas Bray, Sophia Horrocks, Jon Kindon, Cat Simpson, Jill Standish, Kieran Enticknap,
Gracie Murray, Annette Evans, Ellie Sanders, Kimberley Towler
Professional Rejoin Luke Chambers, Graham Ray, Carys Williams, Sam

Todd, Cat Mackenzie, Anna Jenkins, Bethany Cotton, Alexandra Legg, Abi
Sargant, Jade Hunter, Phoebe Smyth
Graduate Laura Alexander-Smith, Zeni Bollok, Sian Buckley-Humphries,

Emma Currie, Alastair Day, Anna Freire Camacho, Ray Young, Faith Tilley, Melodry Wright, James Holdsworth, Ella Godbold-Holmes,
Sophie Singleton
Associate Michael Clark, Hannah Carolan, Sian Patterson
Student Ailsa Brown, Rob Brown, Megan Taylor, Emily Dickson, Made-

leine Lawless, George Whitley, Nancy Fry, Sasha Lorraine, Joshua
Quigley Power, Kornelia, Zielniewska, Eleanor Condon, Rachael Graham,
Rosye Maynard, Tabitha Dodds, Shay McCourt, Charlie Yates
Producing Theatre Actors Touring Company

Never miss a thing!
To ensure that you always receive communications, please add the SMA office email
admin@stagemanagement.co.uk to your address book /contacts
Thank You!
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